Luxury waterproof wall panel system

Manufactured in Scotland to the highest standards, Selkie Board
offers a variety of luxury surfaces for your bathroom.
These panels demonstrate immense versatility with their ability to
accommodate even the most awkward of spaces with the use of
custom made trims.

Wall Décor: Gransasso with black trims

Move beyond your shower space and use this 100%
waterproof solution throughout your bathroom to create a
mood which is specific to you.

Wall Décor: Bamboo with black trims
Floor Décor: Clixeal Black Slate

Winter Cloud (Gloss)

Cream Pearl (Gloss)

Cappuccino (Gloss)

White Gloss (Gloss)

Desert Shimmer (Gloss)

Summer Cloud (Gloss)

Iranian Travertine (Gloss)

The Pantone Palette

The Neutral Palette

Frosty Ice (Gloss)

Dusk (Matte)

Eclipse Grey (Matte)

Silver Pearlescent (Gloss)

Abstract (Matte)

Sage (Matte)

Oyster Pixel (Textured)

Snow Shimmer (Gloss)

Periwinkle (Matte)

Linea Grey (Textured)

Textured Concrete (Textured)

Terrazzo Stone (Matte)

Palazzo (Matte)

Metamorphic (Textured)

German Chalk (Matte)

Persian Grey (Gloss)

Carrera Marble (Satin)
Bronzed Copper (Matte)

Moonscape (Textured)
Gransasso (Matte)

Silver Rain (Textured)

Travertine Rain (Textured)

Bamboo (Matte)

The Stone Palette

The Wood Palette

We cannot guarantee that this print accurately represents these products’ colours/
textures and we recommend that you request a FREE physical sample to see how it
looks and feels in your own home. Simply do so via the product pages at www.rearo.
co.uk or alternatively email sales@rearo.co.uk
Also, please note that these swatch images only demonstrate a small portion of the
panel and on certain décors there can be a variance in pattern alignment due to the
printing process. We would always suggest visiting your nearest showroom to view a
full scale panel or simply request an image via our Sales team.

Go bold with pantone and liven
your space with the use of muted
pastels or deep tones.
We recommend pairing with
patterns across our palette ranges
for some added dimension to your
design.

Décors: Periwinkle and Abstract

Or, keep details simple with
minimalist styling and a blank
canvas palette.
Our White Gloss panel options
have varying levels of detail,
allowing you to control how much
your accessories will do the
talking.

Décor: White Gloss

How it works
Selkie Board is a laminate faced decorative shower panel with a wood core
(MR MDF or plywood). Available in either a square or tongue & grooved edge,
panels can either be slotted together with the use of sealant or instead through
a combination of trims and sealant to form a watertight seal within your
bathroom.

Technical Specification
Height

2420mm

Width

1200mm (square edge) or 1180mm (T&G), referring to face size

Thickness

11mm

Core Substrate

Water and Boil Proof (WBP) 9mm Plywood or MR MDF

Jointing

Square edge or tongue and grooved options available

Fire Rating

Class 2 surface spread of flame, as standard BS476 part 7
Can be tailored for Class 1 or Class 0

Resistance to water

PUR hotmelt adhesive conforms to D4 moisture resistance

Choosing for your bathroom
Which edge should I select for my project?
Selkie panels are available in both a square and tongue & grooved edge.
Square edge panels are clean cut and must be joined via trims (found within our bathroom accessories
section), these are most typically used to complete shower areas.
Meanwhile, Tongue and Grooved panels are designed to slot in seamlessly to each other, allowing for panels to
be applied to larger wall spaces without disruption.
Please note: During a Tongue & Groove panel installation, Selkie colour match sealant must be used on all
joints.
What is the difference between plywood and MDF?
In general, the difference comes from the structure of both materials. Plywood is the traditional choice, made
from multiple layers of natural thin veneer that are glued together. Meanwhile, MDF is engineered by breaking
down hardwood or softwood residuals into wood fibres, which are then combined with wax and resin to create
a smooth surface.
Typically, MDF costs less than plywood, due to its man-made structure, however both materials boast the
same waterproof qualities.

Installation
Supplied as a complete panel system, the installation of any Selkie shower panel product is both quick and easy, in
comparison to other traditional methods. As well as our boards, we offer a range of complementary installation aids to
ensure a professional looking finish. All products listed are in stock and available to buy.

Selkie Panel Adhesive and Silicones
Designed to last, Rearo’s shower panel adhesive and silicones bring confidence when
bonding panels to horizontal walls or joining boards.
Drying in a matter of minutes, these products have flexible characteristics. This product
accommodates both thermal expansion and vibrations without causing any damage to
your wall or the panel bond.
Available to buy as single 300ml tubes or in a multipack box of 12.

Selkie Panseal Kit
An aesthetic join between the board and shower tray, panels simply rest in a slightly
raised position within the trim, whilst the pre-applied silicone bond-breaker is placed below
and forms a protective barrier. Not only does this avoid the deterioration of silicone, due
to soaps and temperature fluctuations, but also allows for substantial joint movement
between the wall and shower tray or bath ledge without leakage.
Each Kit includes the following: two trims at 1.8m each, one Mitre Block, cleaning wipes and
silicone.

Selkie TopSeal Colour Match Sealant
Produced bespoke for Rearo, our range of colour match sealant has been scientifically
formulated and tested to resist moisture, detergent and other household products.
Sealant is available to buy as singular 290ml tubes. One tube of sealant will cover the
installation of up to 5 Tongue & Groove Selkie shower panels.

Selkie Panel Trims
To suit a variety of bathroom shapes, we stock a range of panel trims to assist in the
cladding of an area. Select from our range of internal and external corners, as well as end
caps, h sections and quadrant trims.
All trims are available in either a black or white powder coated finish, as well as Satin
Aluminium or Polished Chrome and are supplied individually in lengths of 2420mm.

Our Selkie Installation Guide, including both our square edge and tongue &
groove instructions, can be downloaded directly from www.rearo.co.uk via our
DOCUMENTATION page.
* Please note that only with our recommended installation tools will the Selkie 10 year guarantee be
honoured

Décor: Dusk

Mainly found within
shower enclosures,
our Selkie internal
corner trim is used as
a connection between
two panels in inward
facing corner areas.

An essential part in
any Selkie shower
panel installation,
end caps are used
to finish any exposed
board edges.

For those planning
on a full bathroom
installation, our Selkie
external trim caters
to outward facing
corner areas.

Join square edge
shower panels
together easily
with the use of our
H-section trim.
Boards are simply
slotted into position.

Trims explained

Further information
Samples
Rearo offers a free sampling service on our full range of Selkie décors/trims. Simply request
directly on our product pages at www.rearo.co.uk or please email sales@rearo.co.uk with your
request.
All sample orders are typically delivered within 7 days.

Maintenance
Selkie Board is easily maintained with the use of a damp cloth and mild detergent. For the best
use of your panels, we recommend rinsing the surface of soap residue after every shower to
prevent any build-up.
Do not apply bleach or use any other abrasive cleaners, and do not use any scouring type cloths
as these could scratch the decorative surface.

Delivery
All listed Selkie Board décors are in stock and available to buy off-the-shelf.
Panels can be collected from your nearest branch location or delivered to your home. We aim to
deliver any orders within 2-10 days from the date of order.

Returns
For reference to our returns policy, please visit https://www.rearo.co.uk/shipping-returns

Customer Service
Rearo has a dedicated customer service team available
to answer your Selkie related queries weekdays 8:00am 4:30pm (Mon - Thurs) and 8:00am - 3:30pm (Friday). You can
contact us via email: sales@rearo.co.uk or phone: 0141 440
0800.

Front cover details
Wall Décor: Palazzo
Floor Décor: Clixeal Jura Carrera Marble
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T: 0141 440 0800 E: sales@rearo.co.uk
Shop with us online at www.rearo.co.uk
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